smal 1 refrigerator.
Test articles
can be inserted
or
removed from the test wel 1 without
disturbing
the coil
refrigeration
system, or with the proper safety
precautions,
without
droppfng the field
in the HFTF
magnet.
Side loads from test art fcles
in the wel 1 may
become S1 ightly
off center magnetically.
To provide
a
load path for such situations,
the test wel 1 was
wrapped with heavy, stainless-steel,
wire mesh before
inserting
it into the bore of the magnet.
The mesh
effectively
provides
for load transfer
from the testwel 1 wal 1 to the heavy bore tube, but heat conduction
through the multiple
point contacts
of the mesh in
The section
of the test wel 1
vacuum is negligible.
above the magnet is also traced with cold gas from the
coil volume.
Radiation
shielding
is provided
in several
forms
in this cryostat.
The bottom and vertical
wal 1s of the
outer vessel
are lined inside with an LN2-traced

completed
vessel.

cryostat

being

i nstal 1ed 1n the

vacuum

Performance
A typical
cooldown with the new cryostat
and the
Airco/BOC
refrigerator
is shown in Fig. 4.
The time
required
to bring the top of the coil below 50 K was
essentially
the same as with the previous
cryostat
design,
since this part of the operation
is dominated
by removing the sensible
heat of the magnet and
With the previous
design,
however,
liquid
structure.
was never CO1lected
in the vessel using the
refrigerator
alone.
With the new cryostat
design,
a
fill
rate of mare than 30 L.h-l
was achieved
after
cool down.
After
filling,
liquid
level
is controlled
with<n
preset
1 imits above the coil with a simple onloff
heater,
activated
by high/low
limit
indications
from
the level
detector.
A low-level
base heat load is also
appl ied tO reduce the amaunt of cycling.
In recent
tests,
we used a base-level
heater
power
of about 10 W and a maximum (when the upper limit
was
reached)
of a I ittle
over 60 W. With these settings,
we barely
prevented
overfilling
when the coil system
was at zero current--in
fact we had to S1 ightly
detune
the refrigerator--and
barely
maintained
the minimum
level
when the coil system was at full
current.
These
observations
are consistent
with the measured
dissipation
at full
current
in the coi 1 system of about
70 W (including
pancake-pancake
joints
in the coils,
joints
in the buswork,
and some resistance
in the Nb,Sn

shield,
which is wrapped on the outside
with multilayer
insulation
(MLI).
The coi 1 volume, support
tubes,
and upper test well are also wrapped with MLI.
In the space between the coi 1 volume and the roomtemperature
top pl ate, we suspended three horizontal
aluminum plates,
evenly spaced and traced with cold-gas
exhaust tubes from the coil volume.
Figure 3 shows the

coil windings
at full
current).
The HFTF cryostat
aid
refrigerator
are now wel 1 matched.
Ouring these same tests,
experiments
were inserted
and removed from the test wel 1 without
measurable
upset
to the coil cryogenic
system.
Boi I -off
in the test
well was completely
consistent
with the expected
heat
loads of the experimental
insert.
Future

Plans

The high-field
fusion magnet development
program
at LLNL will
rely heavily
upon the revamped HFTF for
testing
relatively
large-scale
coil components,
including
full -scale
cable-in-conduit
conductor
tests
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3.

The HFTF magnet with revamped cryostat
being
lowered into its vacuum vessel.
Note the
three vertical
support tubes,
the vapor-traced
radiation
baffles
above the coil e“clos”re,
and the MLI (12 layers)
applied
to the outside
of all cold surfaces.
The test wel 1, also
wrapped in MLI Is visible
at the center
of the
cryostat.
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4.

Record of a typical
cooldown of the HFTF
magnet i n the new cryostat.
Liquid CO11 ecti on
began on the sixth day of cool down.
Fil 1 to
the minimum level
for operation
(about 1700 L
of LHe) required
another
two days.

